FROM: SUSLO LONDON 311427Z ROUTINE
TO: USCIB COORDINATOR S-51594

SECURITY INFORMATION

TOP SECRET

FOLLOWING FROM SECRETARY CYpher POLICy BOARD:
"FULLY AGREE WITH PROPOSALS IN YOUR UCS 1. WE SHALL
USE INTERNAL REFERENCE NUMBERS PREFIXED CYB, WHETHER
SIGNAL IS ROUTINE VIA SUSLO LONDON OR SLO WASHINGTON.

PARA 2. WOULD IT BE POSSIBLE FOR YOU TO PROVIDE SLO
WASHINGTON WITH AN INFORMATION COPY OF EACH UCS AND
CDK MESSAGE? WE SHALL PUT SUSLO ON DISTRIBUTION OF
CYB SIGNALS NOT SENT THROUGH HIM.

PARA 3. THIS SIGNAL IS CYB 1."

TOP SECRET

NAVSECSTA ROUTING:

ACTION: AFSA-123.....(15)
AFSA-133B.....(1)

PARAPHRASE NOT REQUIRED.
CONSULT CRYPTO CENTER BEFORE DECLASSIFYING.
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